If the SUMX' control statements are considered as forming a base ~%mguage~~ , then the power of equipping it with a macro facility becomes obvious. In the following we describe a simple scheme which consists of making one preprocessing pass through a general purpose (that is, baselanguage-independent) macro processor called MACROS. 2 The input text is prepared using base language statements (preferably in terms of variable symbols rather than fixed values) interspersed with preprocessor statements, such as macro definitions, macro calls, and value assignments to symbols.
Prior to processing, this text is "compiled" by MACROS into a target text consisting entirely of base language statements.
For readers who are not familiar with, for example, macro-assemblers we list some of the advantages thus gained:
(1) Program parameterization. This is achieved explicitly through the use of symbols for such quantities as number of channels, channel width, etc., the value assignments for which are delayed until the run time so that it is trivial to change them to any desired values. Furthermore names (symbols) are more convenient than numbers (BOUT locations).
(2) Shorthand notation and repetitive text generation.
This aspect of a macro processor is like SUBROUTINE in FORTRAN, apart from in-vs. out-of-line distinction. Many base language statements can be compressed into one macro call, if necessary, with variable arguments.
(3) Library facility.
Definitions for general purpose or frequently occurring macros may be collected into an external library to be shared among different jobs.
As discussed in Ref. 3 the advantages listed above are common features of macro processors. There are further advantages peculiar to our application as described below.
For experiments with large statistics it is desirable to minimize the f'lengthf' of the input data set (Data Summary Tape). One solution is to have for each event on a DST only the essential physics information such as the energy-momentum four-vectors and not the derivable quantities like invariant masses, momentum-transfers, and decay angles. They are then calculated by means of CHARMS during the SUMX run. A peculiar advantage arises in our scheme because one and the same macro call is used to generate names for quantities of interest, prepare the corresponding CHARM calls to calculate them, and assign BOUT locations for storing the named results. The chance for error is thus greatly reduced and since each run is explicitly selfcontained it is easy to cross-check. The present scheme was developed by John Ahern and the author as members of experimental group D at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center and has been in use at SLAC since 1968.
As described elsewhere2 MACROS is written in PL/I taking advantage of its list-processing facility with a small part dealing with the operating system such as that for requesting core-space in assembler language. All CHARMS and SUMX related routines are written in FORTRAN IV except those "pots and pans" ones such as vector-and matrix-manipulating routines which are coded in assembler language. These programs are running on the IBM system 360/91 as implemented at SLAC and with some minor differences on a similar system at Max Planck Institut fur Physik und Astrophysik.
The capability of the present version of the macro processor, MACROOl, is somewhat limited because it lacks macro-time features such as macro-time variables (to do arithmetic with) and conditional branches (to be able to define macros recursively). In Section II our scheme is described by an actual example with enough variety to illustrate most features of MACROS. Appendix A gives a formal description of the processor for reference purposes. In Appendix B we briefly summarize various CHARMS used in the example. In Section III several examples of errors in using the processor are collected, which also serve to show the limited capability of MACROOl. Appendix C has models for Job Control Language statements required to run.
II. AN EXAMPLE
We illustrate the use of MACROS in SUMX by the example of Table I (referred to as A), which consists mostly of preprocessor statements (PPS) mixed with SLTMX control (base language) statements. After one pass through MACROS this text turns into the target text consisting entirely of the base language statements as shown in Table II (referred to as B), which is then used to control SUMX. The macro library used in this example is shown in 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  2-l  26  29  30  31  32  33 It was often asked, "in this scheme how many lines can be produced by a single line of typing?". The answer is obviously, "one-to-all", because all of the lines say, in this example can be lumped into a single macro. The need for doing so may conceivably arise in on-line applications.
It is also said that some of these features are available through additional programming in SUMX. This must be self-evident, because MACROS itself is a piece of program. The idea being propounded is in the use of a general purpose macro processor. In this respect it would have been better, if the "macro part" of the 360 assembler could easily be detached so that it could also be used elsewhere. 
Trivial syntax errors are evident from diagnostic messages from MACROS.
In the following we describe examples of errors which require some explanation.
( 543  59u  545  546  507  548  599  550  551  552  553  55u  555  556  557  558  559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576  577  578  579  580  581  582 positions, and discounting trailing blanks of the value, x; then OICBOS notes the truncation of the raloe.
-18 - The highest severity is passed back to OS as a return code X; that can be tested in JCL to suppress subsequent job steps.
-20 -APPENDIX B
CHARMS
An event in our SUMX is represented by a FORTRAN array P(4, N) consisting of four-vectors, one for each participant of an N-particle reaction, 1+2 -3+4+ a..
where numbers correspond to the second index of the array P. As discussed in the text the purpose of the CHARMS to be described here is to calculate from P various quantities of interest, which are to be specified at the SUMX run time.
As described in the SUMX manual' a CHARM control-card allows five parameters, Ll, L2,. . D, L5, by means of which user can communicate with the requested CHARM subroutine. In the descriptions below t'pointertl means BOUT location, a group of particles is denoted by ij. , . , the total number in this group by N. The CHARM parameter L5 is always the base pointer for the array P.
(1) CHARM2 Invariant mass and four-momentum transfer for a group of particles. It appears in this scheme that because STJMX treats L3, L4 as integers particle index greater than 9 cannot be accommodated. One solution, as long as they need not be addressed at once, is to move base pointer L5 within P or to rearrange members of P before use. Far better solution is to TTask11
SUMX to regard these parameters as character strings, so that a number system of arbitrary base can be employed.
